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Living with Machines (LwM) brings historians, data scientists,
geographers, computational linguists, and curators together to ex-
plore the impact of technology on the lives of ordinary people du-
ring the Industrial Revolution. The project harnesses the combined
power of massive digitised historical collections and computatio-

nal tools to examine ways in which technology altered the fabric of
human existence on a hitherto unprecedented scale. We use 100+
billion words (20+ terabytes) of 19th century newspaper textual
data, and related metadata jointly digitised by the British Library,
FindMyPast and Jisc. The ability to spatially and temporally query
across this data at scale is crucial. The project shares these challen-
ges with other projects that rely on similar content, such as Ocea-
nic Exchanges (Beals / Bell 2020), Impresso (Romanello et al.
2020), and NewsEye (Jean-Caurant / Doucet 2020). Unlike many
of those projects, we did not intend to build a search interface. Ra-
ther, we collaboratively developed infrastructure to analyse data
in an efficient, reproducible way to answer research questions.

We collaborated with LwM’s researchers to identify use cases
for the newspaper metadata and saw the need for a flexible digi-
tal research infrastructure to improve our pipeline and provide a
generalizable resource for other researchers working on historical
newspaper collections. This poster targets digital humanities re-
searchers working on large-scale historical newspaper collections
with an aim to remove technical barriers to make humanities rese-
arch on large, heterogeneous, and complex newspaper data collec-
tions quicker, easier and more reproducible.

With a team fluent in Python and where Python is the predo-
minant language across packages we used and built, we chose to
work with Django: a Python package primarily used for fullstack
web development. We chose it because of its well documented and
intuitive implementation of an Object Relational Mapper (ORM)
to provide an Python API layer between the database backend and
the “frontend” where researchers would use Jupyter notebooks
for accessing the database through the Python layer. The GeoD-
jango features also offered a straightforward method to store and
spatially query our geocoded data. Our work was structured in
a five-step parallel and iterative process: Designing, Developing,
Deploying, and, finally, Documentation and Dissemination (Ah-
nert et al. 2023). Consequently, this poster describes the radically
collaborative workflow of building, packaging, and disseminating
the database infrastructure, the software layer, and the populated
database.

In the design phase, the 15–20 person team met in six hy-
brid full-day workshops discussing early prototypes developed by
research software engineers and research data scientists. These
workshops aimed to utilise the team’s multidisciplinary expertise
and collaborative project community to combine structured data
from historical documents, including press directories and gazet-
teers, beyond the newspapers (Beelen et al. 2022). They also ai-
med to reduce barriers caused by specialist language by establis-
hing mutual vocabularies, clarifying data flows, and providing
example code to demonstrate the database’s possibilities for dif-
ferent levels of technological background for different team mem-
bers.

During the development phase, the project’s programmers utili-
sed tools built by the project in a three-step process. The first step
disambiguated different XML flavours for post-digitisation meta-
data, including Optical Character Recognition (OCR) and layout
detection into standardised, minimal amount of metadata using the
alto2txt tool (Smith et al. 2022). In the second step, the metadata
was transformed into files for easier ingestion by Django. Finally,
the backend Python/Django solution was built in its own reposi-
tory (Beavan et al. 2023), facilitating containerisation in the next
phase.

The deployment phase aimed to create a sustainable solu-
tion that could outlast the LwM’s timeline by containerising the
Django/Postgres backend database with PostGIS extension in Do-
cker images. This allowed easy redeployment and use across dif-
ferent operating systems and architecture, making the data and
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code open-access and open-source. A continuous integration, tes-
ting, linting, and deployment workflow was implemented, alongs-
ide deployment and user testing via the project’s Microsoft Azure-
based virtual machines.

The documentation and dissemination phase was integral
throughout the process, with an assigned lead maintaining a user-
centred focus by creating tutorials, Jupyter notebooks, and detai-
led instructions during package design, development, and deploy-
ment. The dissemination phase aimed to build a user community
by following good documentation practices and ideas for building
engaged potential user communities with clear examples and tu-
torials. It also aimed to build contributor communities, with the
software available in a GitHub repository to attract potential open-
source collaborators (i.e. other Research Software Engineers, etc.)
who would get appropriate credit for their code contributions.
Here, we followed industry standards in providing transparent in-
structions for potential maintainers and contributors to the code-
base (Trinkenreich et al. 2020; Katz et al. 2019; Pinto / Steinma-
cher / Gerosa 2016; Dias et al. 2021).
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